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Abstract 
Basing on the study of K-Anonymity algorithm in privacy protection issue, this paper proposed a “Degree Priority" 
method of visiting Lattice nodes on the generalization tree to improve the performance of K-Anonymity algorithm. 
This paper also proposed a "Two Times K-anonymity" methods to reduce the information loss in the process of K-
Anonymity. Finally, we used experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of these methods. 
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1.   Introduction 
In today’s information rapid development age, more and more shared data is used by people, at the 
same time, privacy issues in published data have drawn more and more people’s attention. In shared data 
publishing process, we need not only protect the privacy of data but also insure the data’s integration. To 
address this issue, Latanya Sweeney [1] proposed a method called K-anonymity which forms at least K 
clusters  by generalizing or inhibiting the original data, it enables each tuple can be distinguished with at 
least other K-1 records.  
With the development of k-anonymity technology, many k-anonymity data sets generating algorithms 
have been developed. Such as Datafly[2] algorithm which uses of heuristic method; Samarati[3] algorithm 
which uses the dichotomy searching algorithm; Incognito[7] algorithm which uses the nature of k-
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anonymity node to prune searching and the OLA[4](Optimal Lattice Algorithm) which makes an 
improvement on the bases of Incognito and Datafly algorithms.  
 Experiment results show that, the performance of OLA algorithm has a certain improvement 
compared with the previous OLA algorithms. Therefore, to measure the performance improvement of the 
k-anonymity algorithm, we only need to compare it with OLA algorithm. 
The purpose of using K-anonymity algorithms on data is to prevent attacker’s identify user’s 
identification through connection attacks, at the same time, we need to ensure the published data is 
similar with the source data as much as possible. 
Here this paper assumes anonymity data is very safe after k-anonymity process, it can prevent 
connection attacks. Therefore, this paper evaluates the quality of an algorithm from two aspects 
bellowing: first, running time of an algorithm; second, information loss after using this algorithm. 
2   Related definitions 
2.1 K-Minimum generalization after adding suppression 
Suppose iT , jT are two data tables and ji TT ,we set MaxUp as the specified inhibition rate
[5]. Then 
jT is iT ’s K-minimal generalization if and only if the following conditions are true: 
1. jT   Satisfies K anonymity 
2. MaxUp
T
TT
i
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3. There does not exist a zT : zi TT , zT satisfies k-anonymity and jz DVDV  
Where zDV  and jDV are the distance vector 
[3] of iT and jT , these conditions state that if 
generalization jT is the smallest, then there does not exist a generalization which has a generalization 
relationship between  their distance vectors, or they have the same distance vector and they have a smaller 
inhibition rate. 
2.2 Information loss after anonymity 
There are many methods to evaluate information loss, Domino-Ferrer[7] gets the information loss by 
comparing the similarity between source data and processed data, the more similar, the smaller amount of 
information is loss. Xu et al also give the similar definition: information loss is used to measure similarity 
between the source data and the generalization data. For now, there are no generally accepted standers for 
measuring information loss, but every time someone pointed out the shortcomings of current measure, 
researchers in this field would make a good metric to meet the demand [7-9], this paper selected two 
representative measures to measure information loss: Prec measure [2] standard and entropy-based [10] 
measure standard. Precision or Prec is a measure stander which based on generalization hierarchy degree, 
this standard is suitable for data with hierarchical attribute, the information loss of attribute tuple (cell) 
can be calculated as the formula below: 
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Where h is the generalization step of each attribute, ijH is the generalization hierarchy total height 
of attribute i, 
AN is the attribute number, RT is the total number of data in the source data.  
In order to deal with the uneven distribution problem of data, an information loss stander based on 
entropy metrics have been proposed, as the below formula: 
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The above formula computes the non-equilibrium entropy (NE); n is the rows number of data; r is 
the number of quasi-identifier [3][8] attribute, Pr is the occurrence probability for a specific value which 
occurs in generalized set iR  in row iR .  
3   the improved algorithm 
3.1   Degree of priority 
OLA algorithm pointed out that, the most time-consuming step in k-anonymity algorithm processing 
data is to determine whether a node in lattice is k-anonymity node or not, therefore, a key point in 
reducing the running time of this k-anonymity algorithm is to reduce the node number which need to be 
determined. Since lattice has such characteristics: when a node meets the k-anonymity characteristics, 
then its parents nodes also meet this characteristic; when a node does not meet the k-anonymity 
characteristics, then all its descendants also do not meet the k-anonymity characteristics. Therefore, this 
paper uses this lattice nature to mark nodes as many as possible, thereby to reduce the number of nodes 
which need to be determined and finally reduce the algorithm’s running time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.   Simple Code for Degree Priority Lattice Tree Visiting 
 
OLA algorithm marked a anonymity node or non-anonymity node when every time it calculated the 
result, while this paper used degree priority method, when we got a anonymity node, we removed it from 
lattice, for the dataset in which there are many lattice nodes, this method could effectively reduce the 
number of lattice nodes which need to be calculated, so our algorithm had much better improvement in 
time efficiency compared with the OLA algorithm. The pseudo-code of our algorithm is shown in figure 1. 
Input: Generalization Lattice 
Output: void 
Store the minimal set of k-anonymous nodes 
in variable kmin<LatticeNode> 
void Kmin(Lattice) 
{ 
While((N=Lattice.BigNodeDegree())!
=null) 
  if(N.IsKanonymity()) 
     cleanup(kmin) 
     kmin=kmin+N 
     DeleteUp(N) 
  else 
     DeleteDown(N) 
  Endif 
 Endwhile 
} 
Main 
kmin<LatticeNode>={} 
Kmin(Lattice) 
Result=smallInfoLoss(Kmin) 
Endmain\ 
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 3.2  Two Times K-Anonymity 
For data processing in this paper, we use global coding method to do overall anonymity operation, 
although the global anonymity operation has significant advantages in comparing with the local 
anonymity method, while it still has some disadvantage, the data which we use to do k- anonymity 
operation often has uneven distribution, in order to achieve the purpose of overall anonymity, the exist of 
a number of small clusters (the capacity of these cluster are less than K) make need of generalize data to a 
higher level, this will result in the loss of additional information. To solve this problem, we need to split 
the data into many blocks, and separate some isolate and relatively large capacity cluster; finally, we use 
different strategies to do generalization operations on these two kinds of data sets. However, we cannot 
know which data set is isolated data in advance, so in this paper, we made a global generalization under a 
specific inhibition rate, after we got the global optimal solution, we could separate a number of relatively 
small capacity k-anonymity clusters, and do k-anonymity data operation again on the large data set, we 
call this method as two times k-anonymity. This method need to choose two parameters: one is inhibition 
rate; the other is the cutoff value to separate isolated data and non-isolated data. The pseudo-code of this 
algorithm is shown in figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Simple Code for Second K-Anonymity 
 
B-1.Inhibition rate 
In order to ensure the overall inhibition ratio meet the requirements after two times k-anonymity 
operations, giving a total inhibition rate, we need to give a specify anonymity inhibition rate for the first 
k-anonymity operation, then basing on the overall inhibition rate and the total number of source data 
tuples, we can get the second time anonymity inhibition rate according to the following formula: 
)/1(
)(
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 Where ‘allratio’ is the overall inhabitation ratio, ‘firstratio’ is the first anonymity inhabitation ratio, 
‘firstsize’ is the isolate data size which is separated after the first anonymity, ‘allsize’ is the overall 
capacity of data set.   
Input: the separate line in Lattice 
Output: void 
childset :saves all sub-node which dos not meet the k-anonymity  
midset:the middle recording when traversal all the sub-nodes (dose 
not include the subnode in the subset) 
Void FindNotKPartNode(partnode) 
{ 
   if(contains(partnode)) 
      return 
   endif 
   if(partnode.IsNotKanonymity()) 
      clearChild(partnode) 
      childset.add(partnode) 
   else 
      midset.add(partnode) 
      for i=1 to NumofAttribute 
          partnode.AddAttribute() 
          FindNotKPartNode(partnode) 
     Endfor 
   endif 
} 
void FindAll() 
{ 
   for i=1 to NumofAttribute 
     partnode=InitParnode() 
     FindNotKPartNode(partnode) 
   endfor 
} 
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B-2 cut-off value between isolated data and non-isolated data 
After the first anonymity operation, the algorithm separates some clusters which have small capacity 
but meet the k-anonymity characteristic as isolate data, so the algorithm needs to specify a parameter as 
the threshold which can be used to separate isolate data to non-isolate data. We use multiple of k as the 
standard, for example, if we set the threshold as 30, then we set these data sets whose capacities are less 
than 30*k as the isolate data, and we do the second k-anonymity operations on these data set whose 
capacity are bigger than 30*k. 
3.3  experiment results and analysis 
c-1 experiment data set 
The experiment data set which we used are downloaded from UC Irvine machine learning storage 
room: ftp://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning- database/daults[7][11] 
.the k- anonymity algorithm uses the quasi-identifier as the operation target, so we need do some pre-
processing on the data set. First of all, we removed some attributes such as name and identity et al, only 
leaving the quasi-identifier; second, after the first operation, we establish the generalization level basing 
on its semantic information. The selection of quasi-identifiers and the height of generalized level are list 
in table 1; the third column is the total rows of this data set.
Table 1. Test Data Set 
Data Set       selected quasi-identifier  row number    node number
Adult               Age(3)                30162            5184 
                         Profession(2)  
                         Education(2) 
                         Marital Status(2) 
                         Position(2) 
                         Race(2) 
                         Sex(2) 
                        Country(2) 
c-2 Experiment environment 
Programming languages: Java; RAM: 2GB; Operating System: win7; CPU: dual core2.2GHZ; 
editor: Eclipses 
c-3 Experiment result 
We compared the degree-priority algorithm with OLA algorithm, because the results of both 
algorithms are globally optimal, so we compared these two algorithms from the efficiency perspective: 
the first one is to determine the number of nodes by reading the source data; the other is the running time 
of the two algorithms.   
Table 2 Number of Lattice Nodes in Data Set 
Adult             
The number of Lattice nodes                         5184                
The experiment result of degree-priority algorithm is list in figure 3, where the abscissa axis 
represents the K value while the vertical axis of the two figures represents number and time respect. The 
habitation rate is 0.05. The left figure in figure 3 is the node numbers which need to be calculated 
comparison between two algorithms, the bottom line is the minimum number of k anonymity nodes. 
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From this figure we can tell, degree-priority algorithm has good performance on the number of computed 
nodes and computing time by comparing with OLA algorithm. 
Figure 3.  Efficiency Comparisons between Degree Priority and OLA  
The information loss experiment results of Two Times k-anonymity and degree priority shows in 
figure 4. The left part of this figure used the ‘Prec’ as the information loss measure standard, the right part 
of this figure used the entropy as the information loss measure standard, from the figure, we can tell, the 
two times k-anonymity has less information loss by comparing with degree priority method. 
Figure 4.  Information Loss Comparisons between Degree Priority and OLA 
The selection of cut-off value has a very important effect on Lattice number which needs to be 
calculated, its value is the key to the second time k-anonymity. So this paper did experiments on the 
choice of different cut-off values, the vertical axis in left part of figure 5-7 is the total nodes’ number  
which need to be calculated, while the abscissa is the k value, the total inhibition rate is 0.05, the first 
time k-anonymity rate is 0.04. 
Figure 5 . Cut Value equal 15 
Figure 6.  Cut Value equal 100 
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Figure 7.  Cut Value equal 200 
From the experiment, we did a short discussion on how to select the two parameters. The cut-off 
value could not be too large, because there may exist the following conditions: when we did the first k-
anonymity operation on the minimum k-anonymity nodes set, we got clusters with very small capacity. 
Then we did data division basing on these clusters, we got none-isolate data with capacity 0, so this 
condition made the second anonymity operations cannot go on; the cute-off value also could not be too 
small, the second time anonymity operation can be seen as the further segmentation process step by step 
on on-isolated data, if the cut-off value too small, then some none-isolated data clusters will be too small, 
which makes the isolate data generates very easy, it would terminate the non-isolated data partitioning 
prematurely, this finally results in the non-anonymity results are not ideal. For the inhibition selection, 
generally we thought our source data are more confusion, there are many isolate data in it, so we 
recommended set a bigger inhibition rate in the first k-anonymity operation, while set a smaller inhibition 
rate in the second k-anonymity operation, because the operation object is non-isolated data and is more 
structured.  
4  Conclusion and future works 
In this research, we proposed a two times k-anonymity algorithm which based on now existing k-
anonymity algorithm. Experiment results proved that our method had improved the anonymity operations 
both on running speed and decrease the amount of information loss. We also found that, using the subset 
characteristics, we could mark a large number of lattice nodes, however, our method did not do a good 
job on the speed of finding non-anonymity nodes. In the further, we consider combining degree priority 
method with OLA method, that is to say, we calculate the height of minimum k-anonymity node by using 
OLA, after this we use degree priority method to get the lattice node near this height, from this way, we 
can improve the speed of our anonymity algorithm.  
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